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What’s in a theme?

School’s identity

Look, sounds like your 
school. Inclusion of school 

colors are not required to be 
part of your school’s brand!

Design/look

From the fonts to the folios, 
consider how the look of the 

book helps tell the story. 

This year’s story

A story that connects the 
student body. Be mindful 

that the story should reach 
every student. Not every kid 
cares about school spirit - 

or maybe they do!
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What is a theme? 
Why do we care?



Theme and/or concept is an idea, usually 
repeated throughout the yearbook, that unifies 
the book’s message and gives it personality. It 
should provide continuity throughout the book 
and create unity. It helps hold the different 
sections together and often contributes to 
various elements within the book.

● Cover  
● End sheets
● Dividers  
● Folio
● Typography  
● Photography Treatments
● Layout, Design, Graphics  Module 

conception and design

A theme is...



Let’s look at a theme



Let’s look at a theme
The cover is Plexiglass and has a 
pocket on the inside so students 
could customize their cover to what 
they are “part” of. 



Let’s look at a theme



Every year is different. Your students are different. The story is 
different. Themes help distinguish your school from all the 
others and your year from every other year. 

Themes are a roadmap for how our book should sound and look. 
A yearbook without a theme is a play without a plot. 

*cough* “CATS” *cough*

Why do we care about a theme? 
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Deciding on a theme



Where do we start? 
…start by talking to each other!



As a group, talk about your school. Have honest, productive 
conversations. Use these talking points:

● What words would we use to describe our school?
● What words would others use to describe our school?
● When given a challenge, how does our school respond?
● What are some common themes our school revolves 

around? 
● What are some common phrases in our school? 
● What is the story of this year? What’s new? What’s the same? 

What can we rely on? What challenges are we facing?

Start by taking notes



● Start spitballing ideas
○ Suggested activity: Have everyone write possible 

phrases on Post-it’s (lots!) and put then on a board. 
Then sort them into similar groups based on 
tone/storyline. As a group, try to weed the ideas down 
to five-10. Break the group up into smaller groups and 
they all have to come up with how they will tell that 
story in the book with each phrase. Groups get up and 
present. It’s ok to say “we couldn’t connect with this 
phrase.” 

Find the phrase



Rules for collaboration

● “No” is not allowed. Instead try building off each idea. It 
could lead somewhere!

● No one marries an idea. You’re dating themes! Flirt with 
each theme! 

● Try multiple themes before committing. I’ve always said I 
could make money selling fully developed themes we never 
used. And that’s ok! 

● Themes should not be complicated. They should have 
personality and should connect with a reader right away.

Find the phrase (cont’d)
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Making a plan for content



Be purposeful about how you tell stories to 
match the theme
The theme goes far beyond what the cover looks like. It 
dictates much of the coverage in the book - specifically 
student life. Take your theme and brainstorm ways to tell that 
story on showstopper spreads! Your staff should understand 
your theme and be on board with telling the story. If it’s hard 
to think of ways to tell your story, it’s probably not your theme.









The ladder!
When planning the ladder around 
your theme, take these 
percentages into consideration. 

11% Student Life

20% Clubs & Academics

21% Sports

24% People

21% reference

This adds up to 97% for some 
wiggle room. 



Mix it up!

Just because you’ve “always done it this way” doesn’t mean it 
will work with your theme. How you organize your book can help 
tell your story. Try switching to chronological or maybe run all 
the mugs together broken down by alpha rather than grade! Let 
your theme dictate the organization of your book just as much as 
what you put in it. 
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Make it look good



Now, for design

A common mistake staffs make is deciding how they want the book 
to look before they decide on the story. Content drives design. 
Always. Have your theme and story locked down before you start to 
look at design. I’ve seen staffs lock into a design like watercolors 
but their theme doesn’t match. Watercolors have an emotion and 
feeling attached to them. If your theme is “Never back down” then 
watercolors don’t match. 



● What is the emotion/tone of your book? Is it bold? Is it classic? Is it elegant? 
● Begin looking for design that matches that emotion or tone and finding 

inspiration
● Look everywhere! Pinterest is an echochamber for design. Every staff is looking 

there. Look at magazines, menus, designer’s portfolios. My personal favorite 
place to look is at university marketing materials. 

● Look for possible fonts, color swatches, photo techniques and graphic elements
○ For color swatches, use a website like Adobe Color to help pick colors that 

complement. 

So, where do you start?

https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel


The Inspo
● Fun
● Layered text
● Broken text
● Graphic elements
● Rounded corners on type





Build a design board! 

Use Google Slides, PowerPoint, Canva, Spark, etc. to build a 
visual “mood” board for your book. 

● Type treatments 
● Photo editing techniques 
● Copy alignment
● Headline design
● How to use color
● Spread designs you love 



Wrapping up

● Themes don’t have to be complicated. Don’t worry if another 
school has done a theme, but avoid worn out themes.

● There are no bad ideas - just ideas you don’t use
● Make decisions! There is no “perfect” theme. There’s just the 

theme you chose and that you execute well!
● Brainstorm every spread and how you can integrate your theme. 

Brainstorming every spread as a whole class helps keep the book 
to theme



Thank you!


